E-RAU Names Two New Directors

Emory-Riddle Aeronautical University has named two young women to fill an existing and newly created position in the university's Marketing & Development Department.

Ann Fowlkes has been appointed as Community Relations Director, the first such post for Elmate Agent, who resigned recently to pursue graduate studies in business.

Fowlkes, previously an employee of Embry-Riddle's former University Relations office, has marketing experience from work with a New York airline company. In addition, she served as an account representative for a Dayton Beach publisher and advertising agency. She is a member of the Board of Directors and secretary for the Daytona Beach Advertising Federation.

In her new position, she is responsible for coordinating activities of Embry-Riddle's Board of Visitors, Alumni, and Friends.

Rotagilla

Rotagilla was great. Friday night saw the U.C. at standing room only capacity for the Rotagilla Edmonds and Ceclyn Concert. The evening was a string of accidents from the beginning. The first announcement was that Edmonds and Ceclyn would not show due to the fact that they were snowed in somewhere in the frozen North. As Mike Jaworski completed the announcements, Mike Garin 'accidently' opened a can of beer near him. There was a long pause, and Rotagilla came on singing their name in hymn fashion. The last accident occurred about a half hour into the show, and cannot be attributed directly to Social Functions. In the middle of a rock number, the sound system went dead. After about 15 or 20 minutes Rotagilla were able to make repairs and went again. On the third try they were able to make it last and the rest of the concert went off in grand style.

Rotagilla's style is zany and funny. For an audience here at E-RAU they were fantastic. For those that the evening was great entertainment, treated only by the minor accidents.

School Fountain

Support The Eagles

The E-RAU Eagles split a doubleheader against F.I.T. last Saturday. They play a single game at 2 p.m. on field 6 against Bradley-Cookman on Thursday, and another single game against Florida Bible College on Saturday night. Saturday night's game starts at 7 p.m. on Daytona Field.

Excuze Mee!

Notice

The Student Activities Office in the University Center now has E-RAU Student Handbooks. All students who did not receive a handbook at January orientation please stop by and pick one up.

Notices

Elections will soon be held for the offices of President/ Vice President and for Senate positions on March 15. Any interested persons may pick up application blanks in the Student Activities office.

The forms must be completed and turned in to the Student Activities office by March 1 to be placed on the ballot.
Klyde Morris

we are also you have some

Dear Editor;

Just what do the reason behind the influx of parking tickets that I've seen all over campus. From my observation, it seems that there are security men paid only to walk around signing tickets. Isn't there more constructive things for them to spend their time with? I received a parking ticket the other day for parking in front of the pool side. It was pouring down rain at the time, and no one was working on the pool. Isn't that a little much? I've even seen security men standing in front of the U.C. waiting for 10 minutes to pass, so that they can put a ticket on a student's car, even if he was only parked there for 10 minutes. And yet these same so-called security men easily allowed some thieves to leave the u.c. after they caught them attempting to steal. During the Max Council Lecture last week. With the parking problems on this campus as bad as they are, must we put up with this nonsense? I'm trying to say, that these所谓的 security men should use a little judgement and common sense before filling their next parking citation.

Mark Smokey

Dear Sirs;

Recently I submitted a recommendation complain to the Media Service Center on this subject of excessive noise in the Center.

Enclosed is the reply I received. I feel certain Mrs. Luther and Mr. Mann are doing something about what have been given to get by on, but the facilities are just plain inadequate. I think a loud student would here a place where students could study in peace and quiet.

For the price this student is paying (over $1,000 for four months), he expects more in the way of basic services and less in the way of 'when Al08 will stand.' I say when E-RAU can solve their present problems here in Daytona, then opened on the West Coast.

A Student's Opinion

Klyde Morris

Dear Sirs;

I would at least like to say to the students who are dissatisfied with the way of operation, that the parking problems on this campus are bad as they are, must we put up with this nonsense? I'm trying to say, that these所谓的 security men should use a little judgement and common sense before filling their next parking citation

Mark Smokey

Dear Mr. Graham,

In reply to your recommendation about a noise policy for the E-RAU Media Center, I submit the following.

To accommodate as many students as possible we have used tables which unfortunately are conducive to conversations. This summer when ALO8 is added we will have designated quiet and group study areas. Then if someone is disturbing we can ask that be move to the group study area.

Both the Assistant Director and I have requested exceptionally noisy people to quiet down. However, most of the time the study area is crowded and there is a few more people than can be done. When adequate space is allocated for studying this problem will cease to be. Until then we do not have the personnel to police the area on a regular basis and feel this is unacceptable at the college level.

M. Judy Luther
Director, Media Services

I think you should write a letter to the AVION concerning our noise problem.

David A. Mann
Assistant Librarian

The Avion Staff
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Campus Parking

With the increase in student population this year, there has been a considerable demand for parking in available parking spaces. During a discussion of the problem with Dean Agett and Chief Jerry Moccia, students and faculty members have raised concerns about the adequacy of available parking spaces. As a result, the university has designated certain areas as parking zones, with designated parking spots for students and faculty. It is important to note that the number of available parking spaces is limited, and students and faculty members must ensure that they park in designated areas to avoid penalties.

Running

Running is not only physically healthy but mentally healthy, too. While running, the body lowers heart rate, blood pressure, and stress levels. In addition, running can provide a sense of accomplishment and self-improvement.

Special Programs At E-RAU

AVIATION/ABORSPACE TRAINING PROGRAM - This special program will be presented from July 16-20. This program is designed to provide an opportunity for high school students, aircraft owners, and other aviation enthusiasts to learn about the fundamentals of aviation. The program will include lectures, hands-on activities, and flights in the E-RAU fleet. Students who participate in this program will receive a certificate of completion and a letter of recommendation.

SAFETY SEMINAR - This seminar will be presented from July 21-23 and is designed for aircraft owners and operators. The seminar will cover topics such as flight planning, emergency procedures, and weather awareness. Students who complete this seminar will receive a certificate of completion and a letter of recommendation.

In addition to these programs, E-RAU offers a variety of other academic and extracurricular programs designed to help students achieve their academic and career goals. For more information on these programs, please visit the E-RAU website or contact the E-RAU admissions office.
**FRATERNITY CORNER**

**Sigma Phi Delta**

By Joe Bellet

With the sixth week of the fall quarter over, we are beginning to see the brothers of SFD rolling out their party hats.

Congratulations to the new pledges of Sigma Phi Delta! The members of the chapter, led by their officers, congratulated the new members on their achievements.

The officers were present to welcome the pledges into the brotherhood.

The new week marks the beginning of the fraduza ball season for the SFD social calendar. It was a good day for SFD as well, with the chapter hosting a successful event over Lambda Chi Alpha. The event was filled with fun, food, and fellowship, making it a memorable occasion.

Last Saturday’s pot luck impromptu party at the Little Sisters of Sigma Phi Delta turned out to be a great success and everyone enjoyed the event, including the new pledges.

As we enter the final stretch of the fall quarter, we expect to see more events and activities for the SFD brothers to enjoy.

---

**Outcomes Corner**

**The Lambda Chi Alpha**

By Billy Randal

This past weekend Lambda Chi had its semi-annual membership meeting, a part of the new traditions established at the school. The meeting was attended by the Lambda Chi fraternity and the Delta Chi fraternity.

We are continuing our work at the fraternity center. Last week we started our work there, for this term, the Lambda Chi fraternity will meet in the center.

After the meeting, there were the first pledge notes due. We are not sure what impressions the pledges get of Lambda Chi, but they may have felt threatened. This is the warning that I want to give: in quintessence to place in your mind, "For any AAS officer who gives a pledge a hard time, we have cut our soft diet.

Also this past weekend the Lambda Chi Alpha worked at the Daytona Beach International Speedway for the ARCA 250 to raise money for their group, and stand up to Jericho, and watch our races.

Upcoming events will be working at the Daytona 500 and Ford Motors.

Also Lambda Chi has started but it’s never too late to join.

That’s all for now.

---

**AHP**

By Ken Monroe - Historian

The new pledges of AHP had their first interviews at our business meeting last Thursday evening. The pledges are organizing their projects and getting a feel of the fraternity.

AHP has a long list of projects on which the pledges work. It is hoped that they will work hard and enjoy the fraternity.

AHP has a membership of over 200 brothers and is known for its community service.

---

**ARNO LTD AIR SOCIETY**

By Bob MeGill

At last week’s meeting, the ARNO LTD AIR SOCIETY discussed and the officers of the society were prepared for the benefit of the members.

We are continuing our work at the ARNO LTD AIR SOCIETY. Last week we started our work there, for this term, by Monday when the pledges went to three.

After the meeting, the three first pledge notes were due. We are not sure what impressions the pledges of ARNO LTD AIR SOCIETY get of the Lambda Chi fraternity but they may have felt threatened. This is the warning that I want to give: in quintessence to place in your mind, "For any AAS officer who gives a hard time, we have cut our soft diet.

Also this past weekend the Lambda Chi Alpha worked at the Daytona Beach International Speedway for the ARCA 250 to raise money for their group, and stand up to Jericho, and watch our races.

Upcoming events will be working at the Daytona 500 and Ford Motors.

Also Lambda Chi has started but it’s never too late to join.

That’s all for now.

---

**AHP**

By Ken Monroe - Historian

The new pledges of AHP had their first interviews at our business meeting last Thursday evening. The pledges are organizing their projects and getting a feel of the fraternity.

AHP has a long list of projects on which the pledges work. It is hoped that they will work hard and enjoy the fraternity.

AHP has a membership of over 200 brothers and is known for its community service.

---

**CHARACTER**

Multi and Single Engine planes to anywhere available 24 hours at competitive prices.

**SALES and SERVICE**

For CESSNA and MOONEY

**FLIGHT INSTRUCTION**

- **COMPLETE:** Private, Commercial, Instrument, CFI, CFII
- **FREQUENT FLYER:** Stay with our office and get the service you deserve
- **EXPERIENCE:** Instructors average over 5,000 hours flying
- **FLEXIBLE:** Tailor start date and schedule to your needs
- **VA APPROVED**

---

**WATERBURY**

**DAYTONA BEACH AIRPORT**

**FLIGHT INSTRUCTION**

- **COMPLETE:** Private, Commercial, Instrument, CFI, CFII
- **FREQUENT FLYER:** Stay with our office and get the service you deserve
- **EXPERIENCE:** Instructors average over 5,000 hours flying
- **FLEXIBLE:** Tailor start date and schedule to your needs
- **VA APPROVED**
Eagles Split On Opening Day

Saturday afternoon, under clearer skies and warmer temperatures than we’ve been used to, the Eagles and the Florida Institute of Technology University in an Opening Day doubleheader. Progress concerning inclement weather, including the fact that the FAA Hall of Fame for professional umpires Dick Stahler and Ed Hudson, and former baseball coach and faculty member R.M. Brown. Also dedication of this first game and the rest of the season was made to Robert Laverne, with the initial game being started with Sunny Lemon throwing the first pitch.

The first game of the twin bill was highlighted by good pitching from starters for both squads, with all seven runs coming on just two hits. Junior co-captain Nelson Robichet went the distance for the Eagles, with only the sixth inning giving hits and the team problems. Riddle came through with three runs early in the game, and added the fourth run in the fifth inning to give them their one run margin of victory. Minutes by both squads were slightly less than frequent in this opener, undoubtedly due to the three day layoff caused by less than optimum weather conditions.

The second game did not turn out as well for the Eagles, giving them their first loss and a split for the day. Freshman starter Paul Workman looked good at the start and until the fifth inning ERA held a 5.3 advantage. Workman tailed off in the fifth after a strong performance, but was eventual-

Daytona 500 Qualifying

Super Ten” A.J. Foyt, who made history by winning his unprecedented fourth Indi-

Daytona 500

SAFE . . . . . . . . . Unidentified Eagle slides into second base. (Photo by Hansen).

Golfers Win First Match

The E-RAU golf team got their first taste of victory in two years Friday as they de-

Orange County

Elmira College

HALL OF FAME (Inductees being congratulated by Coach Joe Goldklang and co-captains and the team. The inductees are Dr. Büscher (Del) & Ed Hudson, Jr. The third inductee, Dick Stahler was not present. (Photo by Hansen).

Official Sports Scores

NASCAR Winston Cup Completion season. First will be the first to sweep the first sweep of their three NASCAR Winston Cup races will be the first sweep of their third Daytona 500 victory.

Foul Balls 26

蓄电池 22

RESULT OF SUNDAY’S GAMES

S,T. - "Noon Day" for the first 10 laps.

Air Force ROTC

NO ID FOR
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Okay, folks, here's your chance to see your name, yes, YOUR name, in the AVION office. Bring this completed puzzle up to the AVION office. The first person to bring us the correct, complete puzzle, will get a free handkerchief and a commemorative AVION staff member. Please have your puzzle here by 4:00 p.m. on the 17th of Feb. to be included in next week's AVION.

(This puzzle appeared in the Feb. 1969 issue of "The Internet," predecessor to the AVION.)

- The rampant
- and compressed fuel and air
- The ultimate realm of aerospace travel
- Estimated time of arrival
- A force focused on the direction of movement of the aircraft
- Aboard
- Control system designed to improve a pitching moment of the airplane
- Aeromedical Flight International
- Standard operating procedures
- Normal direction of the wind
- A jet engine having its output reduced and a continuous layer of air so that there is a compressibility effect produced on the air taken in which the engine is in motion
- A straight line joining the ends of the mean line of a wing profile
- One may vF
- a solid cloud layer
- Air resistance encountered in flight
- A rating often needed for outdoor
- An horizontal axis
- An aircraft
- An electrical safety device designed to operate automatically in the cockpit
- Governmental agency which oversees many facets of an airline and its commercial operation
- Supporting brace which bears compression loads, tension loads, and shear loads
- "Good Old"
- A principal structural member of an airframe
- Abbreviation of the point of attack in an aircraft at which the airplane's aerodynamic forces are balanced
- A medium of soft drink and a regular order of fries
- A medium of soft drink and a regular order of French fries and a medium size soft drink
- A medium of soft drink and a medium size soft drink
- A medium of soft drink and a medium size soft drink

- A type of oil (airframe), or diesel
- A sorting fitting coaxially with ingress both.
- A type of fuel used in the minimum gas pedal
- One of a pair of missile control surfaces attached to the trailing edge of each wing tip.
- A low pressure is formed in front of this device resulting in thrust.
- The angle above a line perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and the projection of the wing of the airplane.
- The pitchless feeling a student gets when obtaining on FAA examination.
- A line perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and the projection of the wing of the airplane.
- An aircraft without a private pilot's license.
- A type of oil (airframe), or diesel
- A control surface fitting coaxially with ingress both.
- A type of fuel used in the minimum gas pedal
- One of a pair of missile control surfaces attached to the trailing edge of each wing tip.
- A low pressure is formed in front of this device resulting in thrust.
- The angle above a line perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and the projection of the wing of the airplane.
- The pitchless feeling a student gets when obtaining on FAA examination.